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ABSTRACT 

For any given pair of graphs G and H there is the Ramsey number r = 
r(G,H). Any two-coloring of the edges of a Ky will give either a G in the first 
color or an H in the second color, and this is denoted by Kr — (G,H). We 
will investigate subgraphs L of Ky such that L — (G,H). In particular, we 
will consider two extremal functions: the upper size Ramsey number u(G, H), 
which is the minimum number such that if a subgraph L of K, has at least 

u(G, H) edges, then L — (G, H), and the lower size Ramsey number £(G, H), 
which is the minimum number of edges in any subgraph L of K, such that 
L — (G, H). For some pairs of graphs (G, H) the functions u(G, H) and £(G, H) 
will be determined precisely, and bounds will be given in other cases. Also, the 
relationship between the size Ramsey number 7(G, H), which is the minimum 
number of edges in a graph F such that F' — (G,H) and the restricted size 
Ramsey number ¢(G, H) will be considered. 

1. Introduction 

Only simple graphs G will be considered. The number of vertices of G will 

be denoted by p(G), which will be called the order of G, and the number 

of edges, which is the size of G, will be denoted by g(G). Such a graph will 
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sometimes be referred to as a (p,q)-graph. Notation will generally follow 
that in [7], and special notation will be introduced as needed. 

For a pair of graphs G and H, (and we will consider only graphs without 
isolated vertices to remove some of the technical and uninteresting details) 
the Ramsey number r(G, H) is the smallest positive integer r such that if the 
edges of a complete graph K,, are two-colored, say with Red and Blue, there 
is either a Red copy of G or a blue copy of H. We will adopt the convention 
of Red for the first graph G and Blue for the second graph H, and use the 
notation that K, — (G,H). It is possible that proper subgraphs L of K, 
also have the property that they “arrow” the pair (G, H), ie. L > (G, H). 

To investigate the Ramsey properties of subgraphs of the graph K, 
when r = r(G, H), we make the following two definitions. Let u(G,H) be 
the minimum number such that if a subgraph L of K, has at least u(G, H) 
edges, then L — (G, H), and we will call this the upper size Ramsey number. 
Let £(G, H), which we will call the lower size Ramsey number, denote the 
minimum number of edges in any subgraph L of K, such that L — (G, H). 

Therefore, if L is a subgraph of K, with q edges, then 

L—(G,H) ifq>u(G,H), and 

LA(G,H) if g c £(G, H). 

Also, for each g with £(G, H) £ a c u(G, H), there is an (r, g)-graph that 
“arrows” (G,H) and an (r,q)-graph that does not “arrow” (G,H). The 
lower size Ramsey number is related to the size Ramsey number defined 
in [12] and denoted by #(G, H), but it is not the same; however, it is the 
same as the restricted size Ramsey number considered in [17] and denoted 
by r*(G, H) in that paper. 

For pairs of graphs (G, H) from some special classes of graphs we will 
determine the functions u(G, H) and £(G, H) precisely, and for some pairs of 
graphs we will give reasonable upper and lower bounds for these functions. 
Some general properties of these two functions will be determined, and their 
relationship to the size Ramsey number 7(G, H) will be considered.
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2. General bounds 

We start with some general straightforward bounds for u(G, H) and €(G, H) 
in terms of the order and size of the graphs G and H and the minimum 

degree 6 of a graph. Some examples will be described that will show that 

these bounds cannot be improved. 

Theorem 1. For any pair of graphs G and H without isolated vertices, 

u(G.H) > ("5") +6(@) 46H) -1, (1) 

and 

£(G, H) 2 9(G) 4 a(H) - 1, (2) 

where r — r(G, H). 

Proof. The graph F obtained from a K,-; by adding a vertex z that is 

adjacent to precisely 6(G) + 6(H) — 2 vertices of the K,-, does not arrow 

the pair (G, H). To see this, observe that the K,-; can be Red-Blue colored 

such that there is no Red G or Blue H. Color 6(G) —1 of the edges incident 

to x Red and the remaining 6(H) — 1 edges Blue. There is no Red G since 
the vertex x cannot be used in such a subgraph, and the same reasoning 

holds for the graph H. This verifies (1). 

For any graph F with just q(G) +q(H) —2 edges, you can color g(G)—-1 
edges Red and the remaining q(H)—1 edges blue, and thus F' does not arrow. 

This verifies (2) and Theorem 1. m 

Because of the trivial example of the graph K2, the bounds in Theorem 

1 cannot be in general improved. Since G — (G, K2), inequality (2) is sharp. 

Also, the graph F obtained from a K,g)-1 by adding a vertex of degree 

6(G) arrows (G,K2). This implies that (1) cannot be improved. It is not 

clear if there exists other examples that imply that inequality (1) cannot be 

improved. However, there are more non-trivial examples that imply that 

(2) cannot be improved. These examples will be discussed later. 

Example 1: Stars 

The Ramsey number, size Ramsey number, and restricted size Ramsey 

number for a pair of stars have been calculated. It is well known that if n
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and m are positive integers that are not both even, then T(Kin, Kim) = 
n+m, and if n and m are both even then T(Kin, Kim) = n+m-—1. 
The size Ramsey number #( Ki, Kim) =n +m —1, (see [12]), and this 
follows from the fact that Kinim-1 — (Kin, Kim). Since Kintm-1 C 
Kym, we have for n and m not both even that the restricted size Ramsey 
number r°(Kin, Kim) = #(Kin, Kim) = (Kin, Kim). However, when 
n and m are even, the graph Kyim-1 —e (Kin, Kim), and therefore 
Tr" (Kin, Kim) = u(Kin, Kim) = £(Kin, Kim) = (etm? ). 

The sharpness of inequality (2) in Theorem 1 also follows from Example 
1 in the case when n and m are not both even. There are only a few pairs of 
graphs G and H such that there exists a graph F with p(G)+p(H)—1 edges 
and with F — (G, H) (i.e. #(G, H) = p(G)+p(H)—1). It is straightforward 
to verify that the only such pairs are when G and H are both stars, both 
matchings, or one of the graphs is a single edge. As a consequence of this, 
the only pairs (G, H) for which £(G, H) = p(G) + p(H) — 1 are the pairs 
(G, Ko) (or (K2,G)) and (Kin, Kim) when n and m are not both even, 
because the other possible pairs require more that r(G, H) vertices in the 
graph F with p(G) + p(H) — 1 edges that arrows. 

It would be interesting, but probably difficult, to determine all pairs of 
graphs (G,H) for which there is equality in (1) of Theorem 1. However, 
there is the possibility that only pairs of graphs in which one of the graphs 
is just an edge are the only ones that give equality in (1). 

Ifr = r(G, H), then (5) — u(G, H) <r —1, so sometimes it is useful to 
consider the complementary function i(G, H) = (5) — u(G, H), rather that 
the function u(G,H). Therefore, u(G,H) is the maximum number such 
that if at most this number of edges are deleted from K,., then the resulting 
graph will arrow (G,H). It is possible for u(G,H) = 0, as the following 
examples will indicate. 

Example 2: Complete Graphs 

It was first observed by Chvatal that if one edge is removed from the Ramsey 
graph for a pair of complete graphs, then the graph will no longer arrow. A 
proof of this can be found in [12]: 

F(R Kn) = ("HE o)),
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and so t(K,,Km) = 0. Also, K, is the only graph with (5) edges that 
arrows (K,,, Km). 

Example 3: Complete Graphs and Matchings 

It is straightforward to show that r(tK2,K,) = n+ 2t—2. Similar to 

Example 2 it was shown in [11] that 

#(tKy, Ky) = e 7) _ (“Rs *), 

and so i(tK2, K,) = 0. 

The families of pairs of complete graphs in Example 2 and the matching 

and complete graph pairs in Example 3 have & = 0. Also, from Example 

1 we have @(Kin, Kim) = 0 for n and m even. Since r(C1,C,) = 6, and 

Kg —e # (Cy,C,), we have u(C,,C,) = 0 as well, but this is an isolated 
example. It would be interesting to determine all pairs of graphs for which 

a& = 0, or at least the infinite families that satisfy a = 0. However, this is 

probably very difficult. 

If u(G,H) = 0, then clearly &(G,H) = u(G,H) = (§), where r = 
r(G, H). However, it is possible that u(G, H) — €(G, H) is very large. For 

example we have already observed that if n and m are not both even, ‘then 

r(Kin, Kim) = n+m, and in addition £(K1,,, Kim) = n+m—1. However, 

u(Kin, Kim) = ("4") —[(n+m)/2]+1. To see this observe that any graph 
of order nm and size at least ("4") — [(n+m)/2]+1 will have a vertex of 

degree n+ m— 1, and if [(n-+m)/2] edges are removed from a K,,4m in the 

form of a matching (with possibly one path of length 2), then the resulting 

graph has maximum degree n + m — 2, and the edges can be colored such 

that there is no vertex of degree n — 1 in Red or m— 1 in Blue. Therefore, 
in this example u(Kin, Kim) — €(Kins Kim) = ("5") — [3(n + m)/2]. 

3. Size and restricted size Ramsey number 

It is clear from the definitions that 7(G, H) < £(G, H) (i.e. the size Ramsey 

number is at most the restricted size Ramsey number). The two numbers 
can be the same, as was illustrated in pairs of stars of Example 1 (for n 

and m not both even), the complete graphs of Example 2, and the complete
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graphs and matchings of Example 3. However, the two can differ, and in fact 
they can differ significantly. In Example 1 in the previous section we noted 
that for n and m positive even integers, that *(Kin, Kim) =n+m-1, 
but (Kin, Kim) = ("*9 1). There are other cases when this occurs, and 
the following examples verify this. 

Example 4: Linear Forests 

One of the early results in generalized Ramsey theory was the result of 
Gerencsér and Gyérféds [18] that r(P,, Pm) = 2+ [m/2] —1 for n > m. 
The Ramsey numbers for all pairs of matchings was determined in [9]; 
r(nK2,mK2) = 2n+m-1 forn 2m. These results were generalized to 
linear forests in [15]. An (n, k)-linear forest is a disjoint union of nontrivial 
paths (each path must have at least two vertices) with a total of n vertices 
such that k of the paths have an odd number of vertices. Then if Ly, and 
La are (ni, kia) and (ng, kp) linear forests respectively, then 

r(L1,L2) = max {m, + (nz — ke)/2 —1,n2 + (m — k,)/2~-1}. (3) 

Beck showed in [1] that the size Ramsey number 7(P,, P,) is linear in 
n, (i.e. there is a constant C such that #(P,, P,) < Cn for all n). It follows 
immediately from this that the size Ramsey number 7 (Ly, £2) is linear in 
nm + nz. However, this is not true for the restricted or lower size Ramsey 
number ¢(L, L2) as the following result indicates. 

Theorem 2. Let L, and Lz be (n,k,) and (no, kz) linear forests respec- 
tively, and assume that ny +k, > no+ko. Then, there is a constant C such 
that 

7 (Ly, Le) < C(ni +72). (4) 

On the other hand, 

&(L1, Le) > (ne > k2)(2n, + ne — ko _ 2) /8. (5) 

Proof.. Since a path P,,4n, contains each of the linear forests Li and L2, 
inequality (4) follows immediately from the result of Beck [1]. 

Let r = r(L1, L2) = my + (nz — ky)/2 —1, and let F be a graph with 
r vertices and less than g = (nz — k2)(2n; + ng — ko — 2)/8 edges. We will 
show that F A (L,, L2). Since 2¢/r < (nz — ky)/2, there is a vertex x of F
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of degree at most (nz — kz)/2 —1, and therefore there is a set X of ny — 1 

vertices of F that are not adjacent to x. Partition the vertices of F into 

the set X U {x} of order n and its complement Y which has (nz — k2)/2—1 

vertices. Color Red all of the edges in X U{z} and color the edges in Y, and 

between X U {x} and Y Blue. Since the subgraph spanned by the vertices 
in X U{z} has an isolated vertex, namely x, there is no Red L,. Also, there 

is no Red Lz, since any copy of this linear forest would have to have at least 

(na — kz)/2 vertices in Y. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. B 

Using the proof technique of Theorem 2, more can be said concerning 

the number of edges in any graph F' with approximately r(L1, Lz) vertices 

that arrows (L;,L2). Let r = r(£,, L2) and let F be a graph with r+s 

vertices. Instead of just finding a subgraph of F with n, vertices that 

contains an isolated vertex, as was done in the proof of Theorem 2, one can 

find a set with n, + s — 1 vertices that has s isolated vertices, and this can 

be used to show that F 4 (Li, L2). This gives the following. 

Corollary 3. Let L, and Lz be (m,k,) and (n2,k2) linear forests re- 

spectively, and assume that n, + ki > n2 + ke, so that r = r(Ly,L2) = 

ny + (nz — ky)/2 — 1. If for some positive integer s < (nz — kz, —2)/2, F 

is a graph with r +s vertices and less than ni (Bea - 1) edges, then 

FA (Ih, Le). 

For paths and matchings there are several immediate corollaries of 

Theorem 2 and Corollary 3. To avoid technical details we will describe 

the diagonal cases, but there are the analogous results for the off diagonal 

cases. 

Corollary 4. For any integer n > 2, let r = 1r(Pn, Pa) = [38n/2]—1. Then, 

there is a constant C such that: 

#(Pr, Pn) < Cn, 

and N(3n — 3 

0(P,, Pa) > az uön zi 

Also for any integer t there is a constant C,, such that if F has r +t vertices 

and F — (P,,P,), then F has at least Cyn? edges. Also, if F has r + o(n) 

vertices and F — (P,, P,), then F has at least n? /o(n) edges. 

Corollary 4 implies that although the size Ramsey number 7(P,, P,) is 

linear in n, the restricted size Ramsey number is not linear in n, but it is in
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fact quadratic in n. In addition, if F - (P,, P,) and has within a constant 

of r(P,., P,,) vertices, then the number of edges in F' is quadratic in n. Also, 

if F — (P,, P,,) and has a linear in n number of edges, then F must have 

more that r + o(n) vertices. This, of course, brings up the question of how 

many vertices a.graph F must have if it arrows (P,,, P,) and has a linear in 

n number of edges. : 

It is well known that (2n —1)K2 — (nK2,nK2), and so #(nK2,nK2) = 

2n —1. Thus, weihave the following result for matchings which corresponds 
to Corollary 4°for paths. 

Corollary 5. For any positive integerin, let r = r(nK2,nK2) = 3n—-1. 
Then 

#(nK2,nK2) =2n-—1, and 

n(3n — 2) 
= 

Also for any integer t there is a constant C;, , such that if F has r+t vertices 

and F > (nK2,nKo), then F has at least C,n? edges. Also, if F has r+o(n) 

vertices and F > (nK2,nK2), then F has at least n?/o(n) edges. 

£(nK2,nK2) > 

Corollary 5 implies the same information about the size Ramsey number 

and the restricted size Ramsey number for matchings as was true for paths 

(i.e. the size Ramsey number 7(nK2,nK2) is linear in n, the restricted 

size Ramsey number is quadratic in n, if F + (nK2,nK2) and has 3n+c 

vertices (c is a constant), then the number of edges in F' is quadratic in n, 

and if F — (nK,nK_2) and has a linear in n number of edges, then F must 

have more that 3n + o(n) vertices). Therefore, just as in the path case, 

there is the question of how many vertices a graph F' must have that arrows 

(nk2,nK2) and has a linear in n number of edges. 

We have shown that if F has a minimum number of vertices p with the 

property that F — (nK2,nKe2), and has Cn edges for some constant C, then 

3n+o(n) < p< 4n—2. Actually more can be said, in fact, p c 4n—o(n!?). 

This follows from the fact that if s = o(n?/*), then the graph C??_, , which is 
the (25)? power of the cycle Cy,-, arrows (nK2,nK2). Note that there are 

many vertex disjoint K2,4; in Cy,-,. The two observations that are useful 

.to show’ the arrowing are: if the edges of a Kom4; are colored either Red 
or' Blue, with some edges of each color, then there is a Red aK, and a Blue 

bk, with a+b > m-+1, and if in a Red-Blue colored Kon4;, the maximum 

Blue matching is a bK2 with 2b < m, then there is a Red matching with at 

least |(2m +1 — b)/2| edges.
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Example 5: Trees 

Any tree T,, with n vertices is a bipartite graph with b = 0(T,,) < n/2 
vertices in one part and n — b in the other part. Using canonical colorings 

(the edges in one color form disjoint complete graphs), it is easy to verify 

that 

r(T,,T,) > max {n+ b-—1,2(n — 6b) —1}. (6) 

Also, there is equality in (6) for many trees in addition to stars and 

paths. This occurs for some brooms (see [13]), some double stars, and 
trees containing a vertex of huge degree. Consider any tree T,, such that 

r=r(T,,T,) =n+b6-1. The proof technique of Theorem 2 applies in this 

case. If F — (T,,,T,,) and has r vertices, then F must have at least rb/2 

edges, for otherwise there is a vertex in F of degree at most b—1. This 

implies F contains a set of n vertices that induces a disconnected graph. If 

the edges in this set and its complementary set are colored Red and the re- 

maining edges are colored Blue, then there will be no monochromatic copy 

of T,. Thus, if 6 = cn for some constant c, then ¢(T,,T,) is quadratic 

in n. However, if T, has bounded degree, then Beck [1] showed that for 

such a tree T,, there is a constant C such that #(T,,T,) < Cn(log n 8, 

and conjectured that the size Ramsey number is linear in n. Thus, this 

gives additional examples of graphs where the size Ramsey number and the 

restricted size Ramsey number differ significantly. 

Example 6: Cycles 

In [5] it is proved that for n odd and n > 3, the Ramsey number r(Cn, Cn) = 

2n —1. The size Ramsey number 7(C,,C,,) was shown to be linear in n 
by Beck in [2]. However, the proof technique of Theorem 2 implies that 

£(C,,Cn) > n(2n — 1), so again we have an example of the size Ramsey 

number being linear but the restricted size Ramsey number being quadratic. 

In [14] and [19,20] the Ramsey number r(C,, Cm) for all pairs of cycles are 

determined. Analogous results concerning the size Ramsey number and the 

restricted size Ramsey number for the off diagonal cases can be determined 

using the same techniques. 

Many of the classical families of trees, such as paths and stars, have size 

Ramsey numbers that are linear. However, not all families of trees have this 

property. It was observed in [1] that if A(G) denotes the maximum degree
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of a vertex in G and 7(G) denotes the minimum number of vertices that 
cover all edges, then 

7(G,G) > A(G) - r(G)/2. (7) 

To see inequality (7) assume that F — (G,G), and consider the following 
coloring of F: color an edge Red if both of its endvertices have degree less 
than A, and color the edge Blue otherwise. There must be a Blue copy of G 
since F — (G,G) and there is clearly no Red copy of G. Thus, there must 
be at least 7(G) vertices of degree at least A(G), which gives inequality (7). 
Therefore, there are families of trees T,, with size Ramsey number that is 
quadratic in n. For example, the trees obtained by subdividing each of the 
edges of a star or the brooms in which both the length of the path and the 
star are positive fractions of n have this property. However, there are other 
conditions besides having large degree and a large minimum covering set of 
vertices that imply that the size Ramsey number is quadratic in the order 
of the tree. The following is such an example. 

Example 7: Double Stars 

For an integer k > 0 let D,,(&) denote the tree with n vertices that has two 
stars, each with (n — k — 2)/2 edges and a path of length k + 1 between 
the centers of the stars. Thus, D,,(0) is two stars of order n/2 with an edge 
between their centers. The size Ramsey number for D,,(0) is quadratic in n. 
To observe this suppose F — (D,(0),D,(0)), and color the edges of F as 
follows: an edge between a, vertex of degree at least (n —2)/2 and a vertex of 
degree less than (n—2)/2 is colored Red, and the remaining edges are colored 
Blue. There is no Red D,,(0), so there must be a Blue D,,(0). All of the 
vertices in the Blue copy of D,,(0) have degree at least (n—2)/4, so F has at 
least n(n—2)/8 edges. In fact, the same coloring shows that the size Ramsey 
number of D,,(k) for any even & is quadratic in n. On the other hand, 
consider the tree D,,(1), which consists of two stars of order (n+1)/2 sharing 
one common endvertex. The graph F = Ks n-1) — (Dn(1),D,(1)) and 
has only 10(n — 1) edges. The arrowing is easily seen, since at least three 
vertices of F must have degree at least n — 1 in say the Red color, and two 
of these will have a common neighbor. Thus, the size Ramsey number of 
D,,(1) is linear in n. This argument can easily be extended to show that the 
size Ramsey number of D,,(k) is linear for any odd k. A natural problem is 
to characterize those families of trees whose size Ramsey number is linear in
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the order of the trees, but the examples that have been exhibited indicate 

that this problem is probably not approachable at this time. 

4. Chvatal type pairs 

Chvatal proved in [8] that r(Km41,Tn41) = mn-+ 1 for any tree Tnyi and 

any complete graph Kn41. In particular, this implies r(K3,Tn4i) = 2n+1. 

The result of Chvdtal has been generalized in many ways. One of these 

generalizations is in [6], where it is proved that if G is any graph of chromatic 

number m + 1, then for n sufficiently large 

r(G,Tr41) = mn-+1 for all trees Ti 

if and only if G has chromatic surplus 1 (there is an (m--1)-coloring of G with 

one color class containing a single vertex) and there is an (m -t 1)-coloring 

such that the bipartite graph determined by some pair of color classes has 

maximum degree 1. In the case m — 2, this implies, for example, that 

r(G,Tn41) = 2n+1 if G is a K3, a book B, (k independent vertices adjacent 

to both vertices of an edge), or an odd cycle C;,. Because much is know 

about the Ramsey number for these kinds of pairs of graphs (G,T), this is 

a reasonable place to investigate the Ramsey functions u(G,T) and £(G,T). 

We will deal mainly with the case when G is 3-chromatic, but many of the 

results have the obvious generalization to the general k-chromatic case. 

The size Ramsey number and the restricted size Ramsey number in- 

volving stars and either complete graphs or generalized books were studied 

in [16], and the following was proved. For n > m 2 2, Tr (Kmx1 Kin) — 

(ezt) — (79). This gives, in particular, that r"(Ks, Kin) — (rt?) — (8). 

We generalize this with the following result. 

Theorem 6. For n > 3, and G = K3, Bo, or Cs, 

u(G, Kin) = ar ‘) - ae , and 

ccisn-(°2)-G)
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If k is odd and n is sufficiently large, then 

u(Ck, Kin) = "3 ‘) _ a] , and 

ra 7) 
The proof will be broken into a series of lemmas which will immediately 

give Theorem 6. We start with a lemma that can be found in [16] in a slightly 

more general form, but for completeness and since the proof is different and 

shorter, we include it here. 

  

Lemma 7. If F is an (2n + 1, éz) — (3) — 1)-graph, then F = HUB, 

where A(H) < n—1, and B is a bipartite graph. Thus F % (G, Kin) for 
any 3-chromatic graph G. 

Proof. Consider the graph F’, the complement of F. Thus F has (3) +1 

edges, and so the nontrivial components of F must span at least n+1 vertices 

and at least one of the components has at least 3 vertices. Therefore, by 

selecting the appropriate components of F and possibly finding a nontrivial 

connected subgraph of one of the components, one can find a subgraph L of 

F with n+1 vertices and minimum degree at least 1. Let H be the subgraph 

of F spanned by the vertices in Z union with the subgraph spanned by the 

vertices not in L. If B is the graph spanned by the remaining edges, then H 

and B are the desired subgraphs. The subgraphs H and B gives a coloring 

that implies that F 4 (G, Ki,,). This completes the proof of Lemma 7. m 

The lower bound for €(G, Ki) and €(C,, Kin) is a consequence of 

Lemma 7. The lower bound for u(G, K;,,) and u(C,, K1,,) is a consequence 

of the following Lemma 8. 

Lemma 8. There is an (2n +1, ("3") — [2#+])-graph F such that F A 
(G, Kin) for any 3-chromatic graph G. 

Proof. Let F = Kony; — L, where. L is the unique (n+1,[#4+]) graph 

in which each vertex has degree 1. Then, just as in Lemma 7, F can be 

decomposed into a bipartite graph B and a graph H with A(H) <n-1, 

and so F #4 (G,K1,,) for any 3-chromatic graph G. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 8. W
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Lemma 9. If n > 3 and F is an (2n+1, ("}*),— [251)-graph, then 
Fo (G, Kin) for G = Ks, Bo, or Cs. 

Proof. Assume that the edges of F' are colored Red or Blue such that there 

is no Blue Kin. We will first snow that there must be a Red K3. Since F 

has only [25+] edges, there is a vertex & of Red degree at least n + 1 that 

is not incident to any edge of F’, and in the Red neighborhood of the vertex 

x there is a vertex y of Red degree at least n+ 1 that is not incident to any 

edge of F. The vertices x and y have a common Red adjacency z, which 

gives a Red Kz. 

Using the Red K3 described in the previous paragraph, we can generate 

a Red By. If the x and y have 2 common Red adjacencies, then we are done. 

If not, then the Red neighborhoods of x and y must be disjoint except for 

the vertex z, and thus their Red neighborhoods span F’. The vertex z has 

at least 2n — (n — 1) — [5+] = 24+ [35+] Red adjacencies. Thus, z has a 

common Red adjacency with either z or y that is not y or x, which gives 

the Red Bo. 

A Red Cs can be obtained using the existence of a Red Bj. Assume 

that u and v are adjacent in Red and have two common Red adjacencies 

w, and we that form a book B,. First consider the case when w, and w2 

are not adjacent in Red. If there is a vertex not in Bz that is adjacent to 

two vertices from {u, w;, wo}, then there is a Red Cs. Thus, we can assume 

that the Red neighborhoods of u, w,, and we off of the By are disjoint. 

Counting the Red, Blue and F edges incident to {u,w,,w2} we get the 
following inequality: 

on — serssennef n+] Bon (8) 

Inequality (8) is equivalent to [25+] > n—1, a contradiction. If w, and 

We are adjacent in Red, then there i is a Red Ky, and you can count edges 

incident to these 4 vertices and reach a contradiction in the same way. This 

completes the proof of the case and of Lemma 9. m@ 

Lemma 10. If n > 3 and F = Kons: — Kn, then F ~ (G, Kin) for 
G — Ks, Ba, or Cs. 

Proof. Assume that the edges of F are colored Red or Blue such that there 
is no Blue Kin. We will first show that there must be a Red K3. We will 

denote the K,4: that contains the vertices of maximal degree in F by H.
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In fact, we will make this assumption concerning H for the remainder of the 
lemmas. There must be a Red edge in H, and the endvertices of this edge 
have Red degree at least n + 1; thus, they have a common Red adjacency 
which gives the Red K3. 

Two observations are useful in showing that there is a Red Cs. If u and 
v are two vertices in H and uv is Blue, then u and v have at least 3 common 
Red adjacencies. If uv is Red, then u and v have at least one common Red 
adjacency. If all of the edges in H were the same color, we would be done, 
so we can select vertices x, y, and z in H such that zy is Red and zz is 
Blue. Then y and z have a common Red adjacency w;, and since x and z 
have three common Red adjacencies there have a common Red adjacency 
we that is distinct from {z,y,z,w,}. Thus, (z, y, wi, Z,W2,2) is a Red Cs. 

To show that there is a Red By we will need to consider two cases. 
First consider the case when there is a Red K; in H. If there is no Red Bo, 
then there are at most 2n — 2 Red edges emanating from K3, since the Red 
neighborhoods of the vertices in the K3 are vertex disjoint except for the 
vertices in the K3, and of course there are at most 3(n—1) Blue adjacencies 
coming from the K3. This gives the inequality 

2n — 2+ 3(n — 1) > 3(2n — 2). (9) 

However, inequality (9) implies n < 1, a contradiction. 

We next consider the case when there is a Red K3 with vertices x and 
y in H, and vertex z not in H, and we will assume that there is no Red 
B2. We can assume that there is no Red K; in H. Each of x and y have 
Red degree at least n + 1, so if there is no Red Bo, each of x and y have 
degree precisely n + 1 and z is their only common Red adjacency. Let X, 
be the vertices of H not in the K3 that are adjacent to z, and let XX; be 
the remaining Red adjacencies of x not in the K;. Let Y, and Y> denote 
the same sets relative to y. Thus the sets X,,X2,Y;, Yo, {x,y,z} form a 
partition of the vertices of F, and |X, U X2| = |¥; UY2| =n—-1. 

To avoid a Red B, and a Red K3 in H a vertex in X, has no red 
adjacencies in X,, and it can have at most one Red adjacency in Xj. Thus, 
each vertex of X; is adjacent to each vertex of Y; U Y2, and has precisely 
one Red adjacency in X2. There is the corresponding result for the vertices 
of Y,. Also, no vertex in X2 can be adjacent to two vertices of X 1, for there 
would be a Red By. Therefore we must have |X,| = |X2| = (n — 1)/2, and 
the same is true for Y; and Yj. This implies that if x’ € X, and y e Y,
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then x’y’ is Red and z’ and y’ have a common Red adjacency in X2 and a 

common Red adjacency in Y,. This gives a contradiction, which completes 

the proof of this case and of Lemma 10. @ 

Lemma 11. Let k > 5 be a fixed odd integer. If n is sufficiently large, 

then any (2n +1, (?"$*) — [%+])-graph F arrows (Cy, Kin). Also, for n 

sufficiently large, Kona1 — Kn > (Ce, Kin). 

Proof. Assume the edges of F are colored Red or Blue and there is no Blue 

K,,,. Then, the number of Red edges is at least 

tén _ [ere _ [> =n tn+1.   

Thus, by Turdn extremal theory (see [21]), the Red subgraph of F must 

contain a Cx. 

Let F = Koni, — Kn, and assume that the edges of F are colored Red 

or Blue such that there is no Red C, or Blue Ki,,. We will show that this 

leads to a contradiction. Two cases will be considered. 

We will first consider the case when H contains a Red C,-1, which 

we will denote by (21,22,-++,2x-1,21). No two consecutive vertices on 

the cycle C,-; have common Red adjacencies, so the Red neighborhoods 

outside of the cycle of two consecutive vertices on C,-1 are disjoint and 

each contains at least n — k + 3 vertices. Therefore, each pair of odd 

indexed vertices (or even indexed vertices) on Cy-1 have many common 

Red adjacencies off of the cycle. Hence, if there is a Red chord x;z;, where 

i and j are both even (or both odd), then there is a Red C;,, namely 

(a4, 2050+ +) Bima) Zy Lj—1 Lj—-9 5° y Lig Lj Lj415°* +> Lk-1, 21), 

where z is a common Red adjacency of x; and z;. Since there are no such 

chords x;z; when i and j have the same parity, each pair of consecutive 

vertices on C,-; have no common Red adjacencies. This contradicts the 

fact that they have Red degree at least n + 1. 

We can assume that H does not contains a Red C,-,, and therefore 

the number of Red edges in H is at most Cn'+?/(*-)) for some constant C 

(see [21]). Let H’ be the vertices of H that have at most (n — k)/2 Red 

adjacencies in H (and so at least (n + k)/2 Red adjacencies outside of H). 

If a vertex is not in H’, then it has Red degree relative to H of at least
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(n — k)/2, and there can be at most C’n?/(*-) such vertices. Note that 
each pair of vertices of H’ have at least k common Red adjacencies outside 

of H. Select a vertex x € H’. Since each vertex of H is adjacent in Red to 

at least one vertex of H, we can select y € H such that ry is Red. Select 

a vertex z in H’ such that xz is Blue. Then y and z have a common Red 

adjacency other than z, so there is a Red path of length 3 between z and 

y. This odd path can be extended to a cycle of length k, since each pair 

of vertices of H’ have at least k common adjacencies outside of H. This 

completes the proof of this case and of Lemma 11. B 

The proof of Theorem 6 is completed by Lemmas 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. 

There are many interesting questions dealing with the properties of 
Kon41 and the graph F = Kony; — K,. As was stated earlier [6], if n is 

sufficiently large, then any Red - Blue coloring of the edges of Kon4; that 

does not contain a Blue Ki,, must contain in the Red subgraph any 3- 

chromatic graph L that has chromatic surplus 1 and has a 3-coloring with 

the bipartite graph determined by some pair of the color classes having 

maximum degree one. Thus, the possibilities for L include a K3, a book 

B,, an odd cycle C,, an odd cycle with one chord, and a wheel W;, with an 

even number of spokes. The graph F = Kon4i — Ky has some of these same 

properties, in particular Theorem 6 implies it has the property for a K3, for 

an odd cycle C,, and for a book Bj. With some case analysis one can show 

that F also has the property for any Cs; with one chord. However, F’ does 

not have the property for B, for k > 3 or for the wheel W,. To see that F 

does not have the coloring property for a wheel W,,, consider the coloring in 
which there is a Red perfect matching in H (n is odd), all of the edges out 

of H are colored Red, and the remaining edges are colored Blue. A coloring 

of F that does not have a Red B3 has the Red subgraph of H a complete 

bipartite graph K(n41)/2,(n41)/2 (nis odd), and each vertex of H is adjacent 

in Red to precisely (n + 1)/2 vertices not in H in such a way that pairs of 

vertices in different parts of the bipartite graph have at most two common 

adjacencies. It is not clear whether F' has the coloring properties for odd 

cycles with a chord. It would be interesting, but probably very difficult, to 

characterize those graphs G for which F' — (G,K,,,) as was done for the 

graph Kon+1 . 

In any Red - Blue coloring of the edges of K2,,; that does not contain a 

Blue K;,, the Red subgraph is, in fact, pancyclic. This follows from results 

of Dirac [10] and Bondy [4], since each vertex will have Red degree at least
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n+1. This is not true for F. Consider the coloring of F in which all 

of the edges in H are colored Red, there is a Red n-matching between H 

and the vertices not in H, and the one vertex of H not in this matching is 

adjacent in Red to all of the vertices not in H. In this coloring there is no 

Red cycle with more than n + 3 vertices. It would be interesting to know 

how large a cycle the Red subgraph of F' must contain if there is no Blue 

Kn; in particular, does it always contain a cycle with n+ 3 vertices. Using 

the techniques of Lemma 10, one can show that there must be a Red cycle 

containing a positive fraction of n vertices (and all smaller order cycles). 

We have already noted that F does not necessarily contain large Red books 

if there is no Blue Kin. However, in Kon41, it is straightforward to verify 

that if each vertex has Red degree at least n +1, then there is a Red B, for 

k = [(n+2)/3]. It is not clear exactly how large a Red book there must be 

in this case, but it has been shown by E. Győri that for some E > 0, that 

there must be a Red book B,, for some k > (n+ €)/3. 

It is natural to ask what happens in the previous discussions if the 

star K,4, is replaced by an arbitrary tree T,4:. The graph Koni — 

K, & (K3,Taz1) if Tayi is not a star. In addition, if a = a(T,41) is the 

independence number of the tree, then F = Kon41 — Kati A (G,Tn41) for 

any 3-chromatic graph G. To see this, partition the vertices of F into three 

sets A, B, and C with n, n—a, and a+1 vertices respectively such that the 

last set is an independent set. Color the edges between A and BUC Red, and 

color the remaining edges Blue. There is clearly no 3-chromatic Red graph, 

and the only possibility for a Blue T,,4: is in the graph spanned by the set 

BUC. This is not possible, since the independence number of this graph is 

a+1, which is greater than the independence number of T,,,,. It is possible 

that Kony —Ka — (K3,Tn41), and that £(K3,Tn+1) = ("3") — (3), which 
would correspond to the case when 7,41 = Kin. 

Something can be said about the upper size Ramsey number 

u(K3,Tn41) when T,4; is not a star. The graph F = Konyi — Kin & 

(K3,Tn41), since F can be decomposed into a bipartite graphs and a graph 

in which each component has at most n vertices. Thus, u(K3,T,ii) > 

(ert *) —n- 1. Let F be a graph obtained from Koni: by deleting 

n — 1 edges. We can show that if the Erdés—-Sés Conjecture is true (ES- 

Conjecture: Any graph with m vertices and more than (k — 2)m/2 edges 

contains all trees of order k.), then F - (K3,T,41) if Tr41 is not a star. 

We know that the ES-Conjecture is true for paths, so this would imply that 

u(Ks, Pati) = Pf?) —n4+1.
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Proposition 12. Ifthe ES-Conjecture is true, then u(K3,Tn41) = ég *)— 

n+ 1; in particular, u(K3, Pa4i) = e) —n+1 

Proof. We have already verified that u(K3,Tnii) > (?"{") —n +1, so all 

we need show is that F — (K3,T,41) if F is a graph obtained from Kon41 

by deleting n — 1 edges. Assume the edges of F are colored such that there 

is no Red K; or Blue T, 1. If a vertex x of F has a Red neighborhood N 

with at least n+ 1 vertices, then, since there are no Red edges in N, there 

must be a Blue tree T,,4; by the packing result in [3]. Hence, we can assume 
that each vertex of F has Red degree at most n. This implies that F has at 

least ("3") —(n— 1) —n(2n+1)/2 > (2n+1)(n— 1) Blue edges. Thus, by 
the ES-Conjecture, there must be a Blue T;,;;. This completes the proof of 

Proposition 12. BE 

It still remains to see which of the results for stars have analogues which 

can be proved for trees that are not stars. Obtaining general results of this 

type for arbitrary trees will be difficult, since little is known about the Ram- 

sey numbers for such pairs of trees, and all of the previous results use in- 

formation about the Ramsey numbers. In this section only the 3-chromatic 

case was considered. In many of the situations the same techniques give 

corresponding results for the more general k-chromatic case. 

5. Questions 

From the second section it would be interesting to know which pairs of 

graphs satisfy the equality associated with inequality (2). In particular, is 

there a non-trivial family of pairs of graphs for which this is true? 

In section three the relation between the size Ramsey number and the 

restricted size Ramsey number was considered. There were several families 

of graphs (paths, cycles, and matchings) for which the size Ramsey number 

was linear but the restricted size Ramsey number was quadratic. It would 

be interesting to know the smallest number of vertices an arrowing graph 

can have and still have only a linear number (in the order of the graph) of 

edges. The case of a matching nk is one of particular interest. 

There are many interesting questions that are left unanswered. From 

the fourth section on Chvatal type pairs, it would be nice to be able to char- 

acterize those graphs G for which Kon41 — Kn — (Kijn,G). In particular,
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how large a cycle can G be. Also, if the star K,,, is replaced by an arbitrary 

tree T,,;, then what are the functions u(T,,41,G) and £(T,,41,G) when G 

is a cycle, book, wheel, etc.? A very specific question that came up in this 

section is for which k does Kon41 — (Kin, By). 
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